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RC Soaring

Troy and Adam Lawicki
placed first and second
respectively in Two Meter.

Two Meter Wrap-Up

The big news after two days and 13 rounds of flying is the father-and-son team of Troy and Adam Lawicki. They fought
their way to the top and managed to pull off a Nats first by taking first and second place respectively. Only 309 points
separated Adam from his father’s first-place finish. Congratulations!

Rounding out the rest of the top five who beat the heat were Brian Agnew, Johnny Berlin, and Rick Bothell.
Text and photos by Jay Smith. 
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Al Williamson is hard at work giving Nats
Headquarters a much-needed facelift.Surface Condition Weather Forecasting for Air Sports Aviators - general

Muncie area - from www.usairnet.com. 
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RES Begins

RES or Rudder/Elevator/Spoiler begins today. Glauco Lago returns
for his second year as the event CD and many competitors return for a
shot at the top spot won last year by Larry Jolly. Look for aircraft such as
the Soprano and AVAs to be high in the sky.

Bill shows off his little electric
Free Flight conversions 
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Soaring: Two Meter



Meet th
e CD

Meet th
e CD

Ron Morgan, Contest Director

Q: Where are you from?
A: Scotland, Pennsylvania.

Q: How long have you been flying?
A: 64 years.

Q: What type of aircraft are you competing with?
A: [I’m] not competing, I am the Contest Director for the

entire Nationals.

Q: How many Nats have you been to?
A: 49.

Q: What brings you back to the Nats?
A: Mostly people, friendship, and the camaraderie of

everybody.

Q: What is your favorite color?
A: Yellow.

Bob Harold’s
Aluminum
Gliders

Between rounds of
Two Meter, I caught Bob
Harold building aluminum
can gliders for the kids
and even other
contestants. Bob has
several designs made out
of a single can and his
article and plans on how
to make them was printed

in the
December
1996 issue of
Flying Models
magazine. 

Having
built these
little gems for
quite some
time, Bob is
able to make
them without
the use of
plans and cuts
them
freehand.
Keep an eye
out for Bob
and his gliders
back in the
pits. 
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I spent a little time hanging with the Turnaround Trolls during
Two-Meter. I felt like a part of the group—an honorary Troll I

guess you could say—
after a few bumpy rides
up and down the
flightline to return
winch lines. 

I learned a few
things about them as
well. I learned that
Trolls live on Chex
Mix—at least until the
hot dogs and
hamburgers show up—

and that the Trolls are so important to the smooth running of the
contest that they shut down for 15 minutes at lunch to allow them
all to eat.

These Trolls don’t live under a bridge; they live under a
canopy, that is if they are fast enough to get back since only
about three golf carts will make it in the shade. The rest have to
wait for another shot at the shade next round. 

If you don’t get a chance to thank them in person, keep them
in mind when the Troll bucket comes around!

The Trolls on patrol during 2 Meter were Brandon, DJ, Lacy,
Ashley, MJ, and Charley.

Ashley and MJ.

Brandon.

Lacy and DJ.

The
Turnaround
Trolls

The
Turnaround
Trolls






